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Abstract— A centralized model predictive controller (MPC),
which is unaware of local uncertainties, for an affine discrete
time nonlinear system is presented. The local uncertainties are
assumed to be matched, bounded and structured. In order
to encounter disturbances and to improve performance, an
adaptive control mechanism is employed locally. The proposed
approach ensures input-to-state stability of closed-loop states
and convergence to the equilibrium point. Moreover, uncer-
tainties are learnt in terms of the given feature basis by using
adaptive control mechanism. In addition, hard constraints on
state and control are satisfied.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-agent systems are often characterized by individual
entities that have only partial access to sensory and en-
vironmental data, and that have limited communication or
computational capabilities, rendering the enactment of a suc-
cessful centralized, global goal-directed strategy challenging
[1], [2]. This is a recurrent scenario shared by a number
of systems and applications. For instance, in marine search
operations, small unmanned submarines cannot access global
positioning system (GPS) while underwater. And although
they might be able to exchange information with a fully
equipped surface vessel for centralized coordination, their
typically limited bandwidth communication may impair op-
eration effectiveness [3]. In agricultural robotics also, ground
robots operate in crop fields where they receive noisy GPS
data, and while they can communicate with a centralized
computer station outside the field, they typically do so with
limited and sometimes unreliable bandwidth [4], [5].

Similar conditions may be encountered in biological sys-
tems as well. Cephalopods, and in particular octopuses,
have recently received significant attention in this regard. In-
deed, octopuses exhibit the remarkable ability to coordinate,
through a relatively limited amount of computing power,
virtually infinite degrees of freedom, across eight arms and
throughout their compliant, distributed bodies, giving rise to
highly complex behaviors [6], [7]. Although the algorithmic
nature of their embodied control system is unknown, it might
be reasonable to think of it in terms of generic commands
issued by the brain, that are then adapted by the individual
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arms’ neural infrastructure based on local conditions. This
is an agile strategy in which the brain does not need to
know everything and does not have to detail every low level
instruction. Instead, it can more simply ‘draft’ commands
that are locally refined by the arms (agents) themselves. As
a consequence, no component of the system needs complete
information, thus limiting the need for computing resources.

Inspired by this paradigm, in this article we present a
framework in which a centralized controller responsible for
goal-directed global coordination and constraint satisfaction
is enriched with distributed adaptation mechanisms to deal
with locally observed uncertainties. Our proposed approach
employs tube-based model predictive control (MPC) [8] as
a centralized controller to satisfy physical constraints and
to achieve an overall objective along with local adaptive
control mechanism [9] to deal with distributed uncertainties.
The adaptive control mechanism allows the convergence of
closed-loop states to an equilibrium point in addition to
input-to-state stability (ISS) achieved due to MPC.

MPC techniques are well known for their capability to
handle practical constraints at the synthesis stage while
optimizing some suitably defined objective function. In many
cases the predicted behavior of the system based on nominal
model and the actual behavior are not identical due to the
presence of uncertainties. Therefore, it is desirable to design
a robust control strategy that can guarantee the constraint
satisfaction for all disturbance realizations. There are broadly
two approaches that deal with bounded uncertainties in the
MPC framework: min-max MPC [10] and tube-based MPC
[8]. The first approach is based on iteratively solving online
an optimal control problem, which involves the minimization
of some cost subject to satisfaction of constraints for all
possible disturbance sequences. In contrast, tube-based MPC
is based on iteratively solving online an optimal control
problem for nominal dynamics with tightened constraints,
and therefore has modest computational requirements. In this
approach all trajectories of a given uncertain system lie in a
bounded neighborhood (the tube) of the nominal trajectory
(center of the tube), which in turn implies ISS of the closed-
loop system. Satisfaction of constraints by uncertain systems
is ensured by tightening the constraints for the nominal
system [11], [12].

MPC can be employed along with some other suitable
control technique [13]–[15]. Adaptive control schemes and
MPC are employed for linear [13] and nonlinear [14] systems
to deal with state-dependent uncertainties. For example, min-
max MPC is employed to stabilize the system together
with an adaptive estimator to predict the support set for
uncertainties, resulting in uniform ultimate boundedness of
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Fig. 1: Two adaptive agents are shown along with a cen-
tralized MPC controller. The states of individual agents
and the adaptive control components are transmitted to the
centralized MPC controller. The MPC control components
are transmitted to the individual adaptive agents.

the closed-loop states [14]. MPC is also used with the
integral sliding mode (ISM) control [15], where ISM deals
with local matched uncertainties and MPC functions as a
remote controller. This approach proves ISS of the closed-
loop system.

Although MPC can be applied to control a continuous
process, MPC based controllers can be invoked only at
discrete instants of time [15]. Further, it is argued [9] that
the adaptive control theory developed for continuous time
dynamical systems cannot be directly applied to discrete
time ones. In particular, the weight update law needs to be
modified for discrete time dynamical systems. By numerical
experiments it is demonstrated that a native discrete adaptive
controller outperforms the discretized version of a continuous
adaptive controller [16]. To the best of our knowledge a
framework in which a discrete adaptive controller interacts
with MPC only at discrete instants of time is missing in
literature. The planning-learning framework presented in [17]
for cooperative multi-agent systems is also relevant to the
context of the present article. In [17], each agent learns
different models and shares some relevant information with
the team. Differently from [17], here we consider non-
interacting agents with known dynamics, MPC is employed
for planning, and adaptive control for learning only the
disturbance weights.

The contributions of this article are: (a) a framework that
deals with nominal system dynamics centrally and distur-
bances locally; (b) the guarantee of convergence of states to
an equilibrium point in addition to ISS while respecting the
practical constraints.

This article is structured as follows. We present the system
setup and problem formulation in Section II. We present
important notions of adaptive control and tube-based MPC
in Section III and Section IV, respectively. Our algorithm
and its stability are presented in Section V. We validate our
theoretical results by numerical experiments in Section VI
and conclude in Section VII. Our proofs are given in the
appendix.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

We let R denote the set of real numbers, N0 the set of
non-negative integers and Z+ the set of positive integers. For
a given vector v and positive semi-definite matrix M � 0,
‖v‖2M is used to denote v>Mv. For a given matrix A, the
trace, the largest eigenvalue, pseudo-inverse and Frobenius

norm are denoted by tr(A), λmax(A), A† and ‖A‖F , respec-
tively. By notation ‖A‖ and ‖A‖∞, we mean the standard
2−norm and ∞−norm, respectively, when A is a vector, and
induced 2−norm and ∞−norm, respectively, when A is a
matrix. A vector or a matrix with all entries 0 is represented
by 0 and I is an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.

Let us consider the discrete time dynamical system

xt+1 = f (xt ) + g(xt ) (ut + h(xt )) , (1)

where
((1)-a) xt ∈ X ⊂ Rd , ut ∈ U B {v ∈ Rm | ‖v‖∞ 6 umax},
((1)-b) f : Rd → Rd , g : Rd → Rm are given Lipschitz

continuous functions with Lipschitz constant L f and
Lg, respectively,

((1)-c) h(xt ) is the state dependent matched structured un-
certainty at time t such that g(xt )h(xt ) ∈W B {v ∈
Rd | ‖v‖∞ 6 wmax} for every xt ∈ Rd . We assume
that a feature basis function φ : Rp → Rq is given
such that h(xt ) = Wφ(xt ) where W ∈ Rm×q is an
unknown matrix.

((1)-d) We further assume that there exist δg, δφ > 0 such
that ‖g(x)‖ 6 δg and ‖φ(x)‖ 6 δφ for each x ∈ X.

((1)-e) We have enough control authority, so that umax >
2 ‖W ‖F δφ .

Remark 1: Let us consider a system of M agents in which
each agent is characterized by a different dynamics and
different structure of matched uncertainties. For instance, the
agent i has the dynamics of the following form:

x(i)
t+1 = f (i)(x(i)t ) + g

(i)(x(i)t )
(
u(i)t + h(i)(x(i)t )

)
, (2)

where f (i), g(i) and h(i) can be defined as in (1) for each
i = 1, · · · , M . We assume that there is no direct interaction
among agents, and a centralized controller has a copy of the
dynamics of the individual sub-systems but is unaware of the
uncertainties associated with individual agents. Therefore,
it is reasonable to equip each agent with some adaptation
technique to counter the locally observed disturbances.

PROBLEM STATEMENT 1: Present a stabilizing control
framework for (1), which can be generalized to non-
interacting, multi-agent systems (2), respects physical con-
straints ((1)-a), optimizes a given performance index, and
learns uncertainties in terms of given feature basis functions
for each agent.

Our proposed solution is based on constraint satisfaction
and cost minimization capabilities of MPC, and disturbance
rejection capability of the adaptive control. Since agents are
non-interacting and an overall objective needs to be achieved,
we consider MPC as a centralized controller. Then, for each
agent i, the control u(i)t at time t is defined as:

u(i)t = ua(i)
t + um(i)

t , (3)

where ua(i)
t is the adaptive component and um(i)

t is the
MPC component. An illustration of this architecture for two
adaptive agents is provided in Fig. 1. Each agent knows its
feature basis function and computes its adaptive control by
using the weight update law defined in Section III. Each
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agent transmits its state information and the adaptive control
component to the centralized controller, and the centralized
controller transmits the corresponding MPC component to
each agent. In rest of the manuscript, we consider only one
agent for notational simplicity. We revisit the example of two
agents again in the numerical experiment section.

Following (3), the control ut for a single agent is

ut = ua
t + um

t , (4)

where ua
t and um

t are the adaptive and MPC components.
The centralized MPC controller employs only the nominal
dynamics of (1) which is given below for easy reference

xt+1 = f (xt ) + g(xt )um
t B f̄ (xt, um

t ). (5)

Therefore, the dynamics (1) can be written as

xt+1 = f̄ (xt, um
t ) + g(xt )

(
ua
t + h(xt )

)
. (6)

The centralized controller generates reference state and
control trajectories off-line for (each) agent by using the
nominal dynamics (5). To ensure that actual constraints
can be satisfied by (each) agent (6), the central controller
appropriately tightens the constraints (Section IV). These
reference trajectories are used by the centralized MPC to
generate control sequences for (6) so that the state and
control sequences stay within tubes around the nominal
reference trajectory. The MPC components computed by the
centralized controller are transmitted to (each) agent at every
time step.

In a broad sense, the MPC component um
t is responsible

for ISS of closed-loop states in the presence of bounded
disturbances, and the adaptive control component ua

t is
responsible for disturbance rejection by adapting to the
disturbance weight W .

III. ADAPTIVE AGENT

In the present article, we adopt the weight update law of
[9] to learn the weight W with help of an adaptive controller
ua
t = Ktφ(xt ). The dynamics (5) can be written as

xt+1 = f̄ (xt, um
t ) + g(xt ) (Kt +W) φ(xt ). (7)

For some ε > 0, Γ = Γ> � 0, λmax(Γ) < 2, the following
weight update law adapted from [9] is employed here:

Kt+1 = Kt −
Γg(xt )†(xt+1 − f̄ (xt, um

t ))φ(xt )
>

ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2
, (8)

when g(xt ) , 0, otherwise Kt+1 = Kt . Let us define ũt B
(Kt +W)φ(xt ) and K̃t B Kt +W , then by adding W to both
sides of (8) the weight update law can be written as

K̃t+1 = K̃t −
Γũtφ(xt )>

ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2
. (9)

Since ũt is not known, (9) is used only for analysis. We have
the following result:

Lemma 1: Let us consider the dynamics (7) and the
weight update law (8), then ‖g(xt )ũt ‖ → 0 as t →∞.

A proof of Lemma 1 is given in the appendix. Further, the
adaptive control component is shown to be bounded in the
following Lemma:

Lemma 2: The adaptive component of control ua
t is

bounded by ua
max B

(√
λmax(Γ)
λmin(Γ)

+ 1
)
‖W ‖F δφ for all t. Fur-

ther,
K̃t


F
6

√
λmax(Γ)
λmin(Γ)

‖W ‖F for all t.
A proof of Lemma 2 is given in the appendix.
Remark 2: It is immediate to note from Lemma 2 that

‖g(xt )ũt ‖ 6 δg

√
λmax(Γ)

λmin(Γ)
‖W ‖F δφ B w ′max for all t.

IV. CENTRALIZED CONTROLLER

In this section we provide a summary and important results
of tube-based MPC relevant to the context of the present
article. The discussion closely follows [8] with differences
related to the adaptive controller discussed in Section III.
We note that since a control part is used by the adaptive
controller, full control authority is not available to MPC. In
addition, although the disturbance in dynamical system (1)
at time t is g(xt )h(xt ), the disturbance observed by MPC is
g(xt )ũt (7). We clarify these distinctions in the following.

A. Offline reference governor

Let us fix an optimization horizon N ∈ Z+, and let Q �
0 and R � 0 be given positive semi-definite and positive
definite matrices, respectively. In view of Lemma 2, we fix
Γ such that umax > ua

max and define a set U′ B {v ∈ Rm |

‖v‖∞ 6 umax−ua
max}. The offline reference governor consists

of the following optimization problem without terminal cost
but with a terminal constraint:

min
(ur

i )
N−1
i=0

N−1∑
i=0

xri
2
Q
+

uri
2
R

subject to xr0 = x0, xrN = 0,
xri+1 = f̄ (xri , u

r
i ), xri ∈ Xr ⊂ X,

uri ∈ Ur ⊂ U
′; i = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(10)

The tightened constraints xri ∈ Xr and uri ∈ Ur B{
v ∈ Rm | ‖v‖∞ 6 urmax

}
are used in the reference governor

design for a nominal dynamics so that the actual constraints
can be satisfied for uncertain system (1). We refer readers
to [11], [12], [18] for recent results on constraint tightening.
In this article, we follow the approach of [8, Section 7] for
the determination of Xr and Ur . We can define reference
sequences for state and control as follows:

(xrt )t∈N0 B {(x
r
t )

N
t=0, 0, . . .}, (11)

(urt )t∈N0 B {(u
r
t )

N−1
t=0 , 0, . . .}. (12)

B. Online reference tracking

In this section, we consider the state and control reference
trajectories defined in (11) and (12), respectively, for nominal
system, and present a reference tracking MPC for actual
system. Let

cs(xt+i |t, ut+i |t ) B
xt+i |t − xrt+i

2
Q
+

ut+i |t − urt+i
2
R
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be the cost per stage at time t + i predicted at time t. Let
c′f (·) be a local control Lyapunov function for the nominal
system, defined by c′f (x) B x>Q f x for some Q f � 0. Let
Xf B {x | c′f (x) 6 α} for some α > 0 be a terminal set. In
the tube-based MPC approach, the terminal cost functional
is defined such that cf(·) = βc′f (·) for some β > 1. We have
the following assumption:

Assumption 1: There exists a control u′ ∈ U′ such that
the following holds

cf
(
f̄ (x, u′)

)
+ cs(x, u′) − cf(x) 6 0 for every x ∈ Xf . (13)

We define the following cost

V
(
xt, (ut+i |t )N−1

i=0

)
B cf(xt+N |t ) +

N−1∑
i=0

cs(xt+i |t, ut+i |t ) (14)

and the following optimization problem is solved iteratively
online:

Vm(xt ) B min
(ut+i |t )

N−1
i=0

V(xt, (ut+i |t )N−1
i=0 )

subject to xt |t = xt
xt+i+1 |t = f̄ (xt+i |t, ut+i |t )

ut+i |t + ua
t ∈ U; i = 0, · · · , N − 1.

(15)

Note that the above optimal control problem does not involve
terminal constraints. The terminal constraint set Xf is defined
only for the purpose of analysis. Let Xc(xrt ) be a level set
of radius c around xrt at time t, defined by Xc(xrt ) B {x |
Vm(xt ) 6 c}. For any c > 0, β > c

α , for all xt ∈ Xc(xrt )
implies the terminal state xt+N |t ∈ Xf [8, Proposition 3.16].
A tube is defined as a sequence of level sets

Xc B {Xc(xr0 ), Xc(xr1 ), Xc(xr2 ), . . .}. (16)

The optimal value of (15) satisfies the following property:
Lemma 3: There exist c1, c2 > 0 such that

c1
xt − xrt

2
6 Vm(xt ) 6 c2

xt − xrt
2
, (17)

for every xt ∈ Rd and t ∈ N0.
A proof of Lemma 3 is given in the appendix. Let us

define a set

W′ B {v ∈ Rd | ‖v‖ 6 w ′max}

where w ′max is defined in Remark 2. Since the disturbance
observed by MPC belongs to the set W′, we recast the
following results for completeness.

Lemma 4: [8, Proposition 3] There exists c3 > 0 such that
xt 7→ Vm(xt ) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant
c3, when xt ∈ Xc(xrt ) +W

′ for every t.
Lemma 5: [8, Proposition 2] If Assumption 1 is satisfied,

then for every xt ∈ Xc +W
′ the following holds

Vm(xt+1 |t ) − Vm(xt ) 6 −cs(xt, ut |t ) for all t. (18)

V. ALGORITHM AND STABILITY

In this section, we present our algorithm and provide our
main result on stability.

Algorithm 1 Centralized MPC with distributed adaptation

Require: x0, φ
1: choose Γ
2: initialize K0 = 0, t = 0
3: for each t do
4: compute ua

t = Ktφ(xt )
5: solve (15), set um

t = ut |t
6: apply ut = um

t + ua
t to the system and measure xt+1

7: compute Kt+1 by the weight update law (8)

We have the following main results:
Theorem 1: Consider the dynamical system (1) and let

Assumption 1 hold. Then under the control computed by the
Algorithm 1 the closed-loop system (1) is ISS and ‖xt ‖ → 0
as t →∞.

Proof: We compute a bound on ∆m(xt ) = Vm(xt+1) −
Vm(xt ) as follows:

∆m(xt ) = Vm(xt+1 |t ) − Vm(xt ) + Vm(xt+1) − Vm(xt+1 |t )

6 −cs(xt, um
t ) + Vm(xt+1) − Vm(xt+1 |t ) by Lemma 5

6 −cs(xt, um
t ) + c3

xt+1 − xt+1 |t
 by Lemma 4

= −cs(xt, ut ) + c3 ‖g(xt )ũt ‖ . (19)

Since ‖g(xt )ũt ‖ 6 w ′max is bounded for all t by Remark 2,
the dynamical system (1) is ISS under the control computed
by the Algorithm 1. Further, by Lemma 1, ‖g(xt )ũt ‖ → 0
as t →∞, which implies ‖xt ‖ → 0 as t →∞.
In our approach the stabilizing controller and the associated
Lyapunov-like function do not satisfy conditions 2 and 3 of
[9, Theorem 1]. Therefore, we used a different notion of
stability. We can obtain similar results while satisfying state
and control constraints at the expense of an extra condition
on g(·).

Proposition 1: Consider the dynamical system (1) and let
Assumption 1 hold. Let g(0) = 0. Then the control computed
by Algorithm 1 guarantees that (xt,Kt ) → M B {(x,K) ∈
Rd ×Rm×q | x = 0,Kt+1 = Kt } as t →∞.

A proof of Proposition 1 is given in the appendix.
Remark 3: Our main result on stability in Theorem 1 is

based on Lipschitz continuity of the value function of MPC.
Since in the proposed framework MPC considers both the
adaptive control component and matched uncertainties as dis-
turbances, we utilized the Key Technical Lemma [19, Lemma
6.2.1] of adaptive control to show that the disturbance is
vanishing with time in Lemma 1. This way we are able to
achieve not only ISS, but also convergence of states to the
equilibrium while satisfying state and control constraints.

Remark 4: Stability result of [9, Theorem 1] is based on
partial stability via a Lyapunov-like function without using
the Key Technical Lemma. In contrast to [9, Theorem 1], we
have state and control constraints, and we do not assume the
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existence of a stabilizing controller and associated Lyapunov-
like function. Therefore, we cannot guarantee the satisfaction
of conditions 2 and 3 of [9, Theorem 1] a priori. However, we
are able to prove similar stability result by adding an extra
term in the candidate Lyapunov function on the expense of
an extra condition on g(·).

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In this section we present two examples to corroborate
our theoretical results. In both examples, we use MATLAB
based software packages CasAdi [20] and mpctools [21] for
simulations.

Example 1: We consider the model and parameters of
stirred tank reactor which was considered as a benchmark
model in [8]. The example considers a nonlinear chemi-
cal reaction described by product concentration (y(t)) and
temperature (z(t)) with a nonlinear periodic disturbance as
follows:

Ûyt = θ1(1 − yt ) − θ2yte
θ3
zt

Ûzt = θ1(θ4 − zt ) + θ2yte
θ3
zt − θ5(zt − θ6)(ut + wt )

(20)

where xt =
[
yt zt

]>, θ1 = 0.05, θ2 = 300, θ3 = −5, θ4 =
0.3947, θ5 = 0.117, θ6 = 0.3816. In the above model wt =

W sin t is a time varying disturbance with W = 2 is weight,
which is unknown to the controller and sin t is considered as
a known basis function. The continuous time dynamic model
(20) is discretized by using the sampling interval 0.5 seconds
within the MATLAB script and Algorithm 1 is employed to
steer the initial state x0 =

[
0.9831 0.3918

]> to a locally
unstable equilibrium state xe =

[
0.2632 0.6519

]>. The
equilibrium control is computed to be ue = 0.7583 as in
[8]. The cost functional and the reference trajectories are
appropriately modified for the non-zero equilibrium. The
state and control sets are X = [0, 2]×[0, 2], and U = [0, 2].
The constraint sets for the offline reference governor are
Xr = X, Ur = [0.02, 2] ⊂ U and the terminal state xrN
is chosen to be xe. The simulation parameters are chosen
to be N = 40, Γ = 1.5, ε = 0.1,Q = 0.5I, R = 0.5,Q f =

105I. We compare the performance of the tube-based MPC
controller [8] and our proposed controller, using the same
set of parameters under the same scenario. Our numerical
results are illustrated in Fig. 2, which demonstrate that
the tube-based MPC controller produces small oscillations
around the equilibrium point. Note that when the same
tube-based MPC controller is equipped with the adaptive
mechanism from our Algorithm 1, the closed-loop states
asymptotically converge to the equilibrium without violating
state and control constraints.

Example 2: In this second example we seek to demon-
strate the benefit of local adaptation. For this purpose, we
consider two aircrafts subject to wing-rock dynamics, which
are adverse lateral-longitudinal dynamics experienced at high
angle of attack. Wing-rock is a benchmark dynamical system
that has been widely used to evaluate adaptive controllers.
The key difference here are two folds, first we simulate
the scenario where a common controller is synthesized
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Fig. 2: The proposed approach ensures asymptotic conver-
gence of the closed-loop states to the equilibrium point.

assuming nominal dynamics, but each aircraft must adapt to
its unknown individual operating conditions; second, unlike
existing adaptive control results [22]–[24] we require that
the control and system states remain bounded in a pre-
specified constraint set. This problem can be posed as that
of a centralized controller synthesized with the commonly
known nominal dynamics and a local adaptation capability
as in Fig. 1. For both agents, the system matrix pair (A, B)
and the feature basis function φ(·) are the same but the initial
conditions and the disturbance weights are different. Letting
δt denote the roll angle in radian, and pt denote the roll rate
in radian per second, the state of the wing-rock dynamics
model is xt B

[
δt pt

]> at time t. We discretized the
nominal dynamics used in [22] with a sampling interval of
0.05 seconds and chose the disturbance terms as follows:

x(i)
t+1 = Ax(i)t + B

(
u(i)t +W (i)φ(x(i)t )

)
, (21)

for i = 1, 2, where A =
[
1 0.05
0 1

]
, B =

[
0

0.05

]
, W (1) = 5W̄ ,

W (2) = 6W̄ , and

W̄ =
[
0.1414 0.5504 −0.0624 0.0095 0.0215

]
.

The feature basis function φ(·) is saturated by a stan-
dard saturation function to meet the requirement of
bounded disturbances as φ(x) = sat(β(x)), where β(x) =[
x1 x2 |x1 |x2 |x2 |x1 x3

1
]> and sat(·) is a standard sat-

uration function with the threshold 0.1 maxx∈X ‖β(x)‖∞.
The goal is to stabilize the wing-rock dynamics by driving

states to the origin from arbitrarily chosen initial states
x(1)0 =

[
−10 6

]> and x(2)0 =
[
10 −10

]>, respectively,
where roll angle is represented in degree and roll rate in
degree per second. For both agents, sets within which the
state and control are to be constrained are given as

X = [−30, 30] × [−15, 15], and U = [−60, 60].

We use the MATLAB based software package MPT 3.0
[25] to compute the polytopes needed for the constraint
tightening. The simulation parameters are chosen to be same
for both agents with N = 100 for (10) and N = 20 otherwise.
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Fig. 3: Roll angle of each agent converge to the reference
and our approach shows faster convergence for both agents.
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Fig. 4: Roll rate of each agent converge to the reference and
our approach shows faster convergence for both agents.

We set Γ = 1.5, ε = 1,Q = I, R = 0.1. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
depict the trajectories of the states of the system obtained
by the Algorithm 1, which are compared with the reference
trajectory obtained in Section IV-A. Figure 3 demonstrates
that the roll angle of the first agent converges to the reference
trajectory when controller is designed by our approach while
the MPC based controller, which does not have the adaptive
control component, although follows the reference trajectory
but has oscillations of comparatively larger amplitude. Since
the second agent has larger disturbance weights, oscillations
are also bigger than those of the first agent. However, our
approach results in comparatively faster convergence for both
agents. We have similar observations in Fig. 4 for roll rate.

VII. EPILOGUE

We presented an algorithm that combines MPC and
adaptive control mechanism, and ensures stability of the
closed-loop states. We compared our approach with tube-
based MPC. The proposed framework is limited to bounded,
matched and structured uncertainties. Some suitable com-
binations of adaptive control techniques and MPC with
required modifications can be employed within the frame-

work of the present approach to relax our assumptions on
uncertainties and to achieve a different control objective.
The proposed approach may be extended to the settings of
unreliable channels [26] and/or interacting agents.
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APPENDIX

Proof: [Lemma 1] Since 0 6 ‖g(xt )ũt ‖ 6 δg ‖ũt ‖, it
is sufficient to prove ‖ũt ‖ → 0 as t → ∞. Let us define
Va(Kt ) B tr(K̃>t Γ−1K̃t ), then from [27, Lemma 6], we get
that

λmin(Γ
−1) tr(K̃t K̃>t ) 6 Va(Kt ) 6 λmax(Γ

−1) tr(K̃t K̃>t ). (22)

Let us compute the difference

∆a(Kt ) B Va(Kt+1) − Va(Kt ) = tr(K̃>t+1Γ
−1K̃t+1) − tr(K̃>t Γ−1K̃t )

=
tr

(
(Γũtφ(xt )>)>ũtφ(xt )>

)
(ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2)2

−
2 tr

(
K̃>t ũtφ(xt )>

)
ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2

=
tr(‖φ(xt )‖2 ũ>t Γũt )

(ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2)2
−

2 tr(ũt ũ>t )
ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2

6 −
ũ>t (2I − Γ)ũt
ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2

. (23)

Since λmax(Γ) < 2, 2I − Γ � 0. It is clear from (23) that

Va(KT ) − Va(K0) 6 −
T−1∑
t=0

ũ>t (2I − Γ)ũt
ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2

Va(KT ) 6 Va(K0) for all T, (24)

which in turn implies that

lim
T→∞

T−1∑
t=0

ũ>t (2I − Γ)ũt
ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2

6 lim
T→∞

(Va(K0) − Va(KT ))

∞∑
t=0

ũ>t (2I − Γ)ũt
ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2

6 Va(K0).

Therefore, st
(ε+‖φ(xt ) ‖

2)1/2
∈ `2, where st =

(
ũ>t (2I − Γ)ũt

) 1
2 ,

which implies st
(ε+‖φ(xt ) ‖

2)1/2
→ 0. Since ε is a constant and

‖φ(·)‖ is uniformly bounded, the Key Technical Lemma [19,
Lemma 6.2.1] trivially implies st → 0. Since 0 6 (λmin(2I −
Γ))1/2 ‖ũt ‖ 6 st , [28, Theorem 2.7] ensures ‖ũt ‖ → 0.

Proof: [Lemma 2] It is clear from (24) and (22) that
λmin(Γ

−1)
K̃t

2
F

6 λmax(Γ
−1)

K̃0
2
F

. Therefore, if K0 = 0,
then K̃0 = W , which in turn impliesK̃t

2
F
6
λmax(Γ)

λmin(Γ)
‖W ‖2F . (25)

Therefore,
ua

t

 6 ‖ũt ‖+‖Wφ(xt )‖ 6
K̃t


F
δφ+‖W ‖F δφ 6

ua
max.

Proof: [Lemma 3] The existence of c1 > 0 can be
proved similarly as in [8, Proposition 2]. In order to prove
the existence of c2 > 0, we utilize Lipscitz continuity of
f and g. Since Vm(xt ) 6 min(ut+i |t )N−1

0
V(xt, (ut+i |t )N−1

0 ), we
can show that Vm(xt ) 6 V(xt, (urt+i)

N−1
0 ) = x>

t+N |t
Q f xt+N |t +∑N−1

i=0 (xt+i |t − xrt+i)
>Q(xt+i |t − xrt+i) 6 λmax(Q f )

xt+N |t
2
+∑N−1

i=0 λmax(Q)
xt+i |t − xrt+i

2. Further,

xt+i |t − xrt+i = f (xt+i−1 |t ) − f (xrt+i−1)

+
(
g(xt+i−1 |t ) − g(xrt+i−1)

)
urt+i−1xt+i |t − xrt+i

 6 (
L f + Lg

urt+i−1
) xt+i−1 |t − xrt+i−1


6 L̄

xt+i−1 |t − xrt+i−1
 6 L̄i

xt − xrt
 ,

where L̄ = L f +Lgurmax. Since xrt+N = 0 for all t, there exists
c2 = L̄Nλmax(Q f ) +

∑N−1
i=0 L̄iλmax(Q).

Proof: [Proposition 1] Since xrN = 0 due to (10),g(xrt+N ) = 0 for all t. We begin with the following
candidate Lyapunov function to see the stability of our
algorithm

V(xt,Kt ) = Vm(xt )+c3

(
t+N−1∑
i=t

g(xri ) ‖ũi ‖)+aVa(Kt ), (26)

where a >
(c3Lg )

2(ε+δ2
φ )

4λmin(Q)(2−λmax(Γ))
. We compute the Lyapunov

difference ∆(xt,Kt ) B V(xt+1,Kt+1) − V(xt,Kt ) as follows

∆(xt,Kt ) = ∆m(xt ) − c3
g(xrt ) ‖ũt ‖ + a∆a(Kt ),

where ∆m(xt ) is defined in (19) and ∆a(Kt ) in (23). Let us
first consider ∆m(xt ) − c3

g(xrt ) ‖ũt ‖,
∆m(xt ) − c3

g(xrt ) ‖ũt ‖ 6 −cs(xt, um
t ) + c3 ‖g(xt )ũt ‖

− c3
g(xrt ) ‖ũt ‖ ,

6 −cs(xt, um
t ) + c3 ‖g(xt )‖ ‖ũt ‖ − c3

g(xrt ) ‖ũt ‖ ,
6 −cs(xt, um

t ) + c3Lg
xt − xrt

 ‖ũt ‖ ,
6 −cs(xt, um

t ) + λmin(Q)
xt − xrt

2
+
(c3Lg)2

4λmin(Q)
‖ũt ‖2 ,

where the last inequality is due to the Peter-Paul inequality.
Therefore,

∆(xt,Kt ) 6 −
xt − xrt

2
(Q−λmin(Q)I )

−
um

t − urt
2
R

−

ũ>t
(
a(2I − Γ) − (c3Lg )

2

4λmin(Q)
(ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2)I

)
ũt

ε + ‖φ(xt )‖2
(27)

Due to the choice of a, we have a(2I − Γ) − (c3Lg )
2

4λmin(Q)
(ε +

‖φ(xt )‖2)I � 0, which in turn implies ∆(xt,Kt ) 6 0 for all
t. The rest of the result follows from [9, Theorem 1].
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